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INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we will analyze and highlight the specific aspects of each

personality type and relate them to the entrepreneurial profiles that were

presented earlier in Chapter 7. The purpose of this chapter is to try to give you

advice on how to maximize your resources according to the entrepreneurial profile

you have identified. 

Indeed, all profiles are specific and each of us has different abilities that can be

used in many different situations. Once you have identified the profile that best fits

your personality, you can use this chapter to try to optimize your abilities and use

them in your project.

We will start by analyzing your profile, based on your strengths, weaknesses and

personality, and give you the different types of entrepreneurship that fit you.

Protagonist (ENFJ)

Strength
Protagonists are passionate about their beliefs, yet they aren't closed-minded. Even

when Protagonists disagree with someone, they respect their freedom to speak their

mind. Few things distress them more than the thought of betraying someone or a

cause they care about. They aren't your average good guys. As a result, they rarely run

out of things to do that are entertaining. These people are known for having a strong

desire to be a force for good in the world. These types of people sincerely think that

through bringing people together, they can do great things.

Weaknesses
They frequently believe that everyone shares or, at the very least, should share these

essential ideas. When others break their essential ideals, such as truth or justice, it can

be a true shock. This personality type enjoys instructing people, especially on the causes

and views that are important to them. Protagonists are rarely lacking in enthusiasm or

determination when it comes to self-improvement. Protagonists can sometimes force

people to make changes they aren't ready for, or aren't interested in making in the first

place. Protagonists, on the other hand, have a tendency to take on other people's issues

as their own, which can deplete them emotionally and physically.

Analysis
The protagonists, with their strong desire to do good around them, the importance they

attach to their causes and values, and their great empathy, are perfectly suited to social

entrepreneurship. Also their leadership and charisma that helps them to be good

negotiators and to gather people makes them formidable manager entrepreneurs and

can therefore exploit their network in an efficient way and especially have no difficulty

to maintain this network. 



Advocate (INFJ)

Strength

Advocate personalities relish the challenge of finding the ideal solution for those

they care about. People with the Advocate personality type have strong convictions,

and their convictions are typically evident when they speak or write about topics

that are important to them. These people rarely accept "good enough," and their

eagerness to challenge the existing quo may not appeal to everyone. Advocates'

passion for their chosen cause, on the other hand, is an important component of

their personality. Advocates typically strive to use their abilities for the greater good,

and they rarely relish success at the expense of others.

Weaknesses

When confronted with criticism or confrontation, people with this personality type

might get defensive, especially when it comes to subjects that are close to their

hearts. It may be difficult for them to open up and be vulnerable about their

problems. Idealism is almost synonymous with the Advocate personality type. If

advocates are constantly fixated on flaws and worrying if they should be striving for

something better, they may find it difficult to appreciate their professions, living

arrangements, or relationships. If they don't find a method to balance their desire to

serve others with vital self-care and rest, people with this personality type can get

exhausted.

Analysis

Advocates' love of challenges and their highly developed critical thinking skills

reinforce a constant desire to excel and a highly developed ethic, which can be put

to good use in a form of social entrepreneurship. This same desire to do better and

their difficulty in finding a balance are also traits found in student entrepreneurs.

They must be careful to choose their words and moments carefully when working in

teams so as not to come across as the pessimist on duty who slows down the

project.

ADVOCATE



Mediator (INFP)

Strength

Mediators aren't merely interested in other people in the abstract. Mediators are

patient and accepting, and they try not to pass judgment on others' ideas, lives, or

decisions. Many Mediators feel empathy even for individuals who have done wrong,

as this personality type favors compassion to finding fault. Mediators enjoy looking

at things from unusual angles. It's no surprise, however, that many Mediators are

drawn to artistic endeavors or that this personality type is common among authors

and artists. Although people with this personality type aren't usually talkative, their

strong passions for a cause that speaks to their values and convictions are

undeniable.

Weaknesses

Nothing in this world is perfect, and for mediators, this can be a difficult lesson to

embrace. This might lead to disappointment for Mediators when reality falls short

of their expectations. Mediators yearn to connect with people, but they aren't

always sure how to do so. As a result, people with this personality type may feel

lonely or isolated from time to time. Mediators, on the other hand, risk absorbing

other people's unpleasant moods or attitudes if they don't set limits. When

Mediators fall short of these expectations, they may blame themselves for being

ineffective, selfish, or hopelessly incompetent.

Analysis 

The great tolerance of mediators allows them to think outside the box, in addition

to their extreme empathy and creative spirit they easily engage in projects of a

social nature, however their difficulties in connecting with people and the

significant impact of their mood on their productivity or self-esteem sometimes

prevents them from being fully autonomous. This need to be reassured in their

actions often leads them to intrapreneurship in order to benefit from a framework.

MEDIATOR



Campaigners (ENFP)

Strength

These individuals are imaginative and open-minded, and they aren't hesitant to

step outside of their comfort zones in quest of new ideas, experiences, and

adventures. Campaigners may make full use of their loving, compassionate

nature because they're so sensitive to other people's feelings and wants.

Campaigners want to share something that captures their imagination and

motivates them with anyone who would listen. Campaigners have a lot to say,

but they can also be good listeners. These people know how to have fun and

enjoy themselves in the current moment, and nothing makes them happier than

sharing their happiness with others.

Weaknesses

However, because Campaigners are notorious for having ever-changing interests,

it may be difficult for them to retain discipline and focus over time. People with

this personality type may want to avoid doing tedious, practical things like

chores, upkeep, or paperwork. People with campaigner personalities feel

compelled to help others, and they may find themselves saying yes to anyone

who asks for advice or assistance. Even the most zealous Campaigners, however,

can become overworked if they don't set boundaries, leaving them with

insufficient time and energy to deal with their own needs. This personality

feature can make it difficult for Campaigners to accept and express tough but

important truths.

Analysis

The open-mindedness as well as the great compassion and the constant desire

to share with others makes the inspirers strong elements of social projects or

CSR project leaders. On the other hand, their lack of discipline and their constant

desire to evolve combined with their boredom with tedious tasks make them

similar to student entrepreneurs in many ways. These traits can be more or less

pronounced, and it is up to each person to try to make them a strength.

CAMPAIGNERS



Virtuoso (ISTP)

Strengths 

People with the Virtuose personality type are rarely stressed, preferring to go with

the flow. Innovative ideas come easily to them, and they like putting them into

action with their hands. Flexibility comes with some unpredictability, but virtuoso

personalities can keep their spontaneity on a rainy day while conserving their

energy for when it's most needed. It's no surprise that Virtuosos are naturals in crisis

circumstances, given their hands-on inventiveness and spontaneity. When the

circumstance calls for it, people of this personality type love a little physical risk and

aren't afraid to get their hands dirty.

Weaknesses

Virtuosos utilize reasoning, and even when they try to meet people halfway with

empathy and emotional sensitivity, it seldom appears to work well. Virtuoso

personalities are famously tough to get to know since they are private and reserved.

They are real introverts who prefer quiet to casual chat and keep their personal

concerns to themselves. Virtuosos thrive on novelty, making them superb tinkerers

but less trustworthy when it comes to long-term attention. Virtuosos prefer to move

on to something new and more exciting after they have grasped a concept. Long-

term commitments are particularly difficult for Virtuosos, who dislike them. In

Virtuosos' love relationships, this may be especially difficult.

Analysis

Virtuosos love to explore with their hands and eyes, to touch and examine the world

around them with a calm rationalism and a lively curiosity. People with this

personality type are born makers who move from one project to another, building

useful and superfluous things for fun and learning from their surroundings as they

go. They dare to be different and love to create. The type of entrepreneurship that

suits them would be Decryptor and Inventor

VIRTUOSO



Adventurer (ISFP)

Strengths 
 

The Adventurer personality type is laid-back and friendly, with a "live and let live"

attitude that makes them charming and popular. The Adventurer personality type is

laid-back and friendly, with a "live and let live" attitude that makes them charming

and popular. Adventurer personalities employ creativity and intelligence to design

daring ideas that call to people's hearts since they are so sensitive to others'

emotions. Behind Adventurers' placid shyness lays a deeply sensitive heart.

Adventurers are able to express their creativity in practical and beautiful ways.

Adventurers have a way of seeing things that resonate with their audience, whether

they're creating a song, painting an emotion, or presenting a statistic in a graph.

Weaknesses 

Adventurers are able to express their creativity in practical and beautiful ways.

Adventurers have a way of seeing things that resonate with their audience, whether

they're creating a song, painting an emotion, or presenting a statistic in a graph.

Unpredictable: Long-term commitments and plans irritate adventurers. Easily

stressed: Adventurers are fully immersed in the present moment. Overly competitive:

Adventurers sometimes make simple tasks into heated competitions, ignoring long-

term success in their quest for instant gratification, and are disappointed when they

lose. The efforts of adventurers are frequently disregarded, which is a painful and

harmful blow, especially early in life.

Analysis

Adventurers like to disrupt traditional expectations with experiments in beauty and

behavior. They explore and experiment, which creates a sense of spontaneity, which

can give people, even close friends and loved ones, the impression that Adventurers

are unpredictable. Adventurers also enjoy connecting with others and have a kind of

irresistible charm. The type of entrepreneurship they would fit into would be

decipherers and inventors.

ADVENTURER



Entrepreneur (ESTP) 

Strengths 

The Entrepreneur personality type is full of vitality and vigor. For entrepreneurs,

there is no greater delight than pushing limits and discovering and implementing

new products and ideas. Finding practical ideas and delving down into the specifics

so they can put them to use is what Entrepreneur types enjoy. Original :

Entrepreneurs like experimenting with new ideas and solutions because they

combine their boldness with pragmatism. Perceptive : Entrepreneurs' capacity to

identify when things change — and when they need to adapt – aids their creativity.

Sociable : All of these characteristics combine to make an entrepreneur a natural

group leader.

Weaknesses 

Entrepreneurs find it incredibly difficult to slow down because someone else

"doesn't get it" or to stay concentrated on a single aspect for an extended period of

time. Risk - prone : Entrepreneurs' impatience might cause them to venture into

unfamiliar areas without considering the long-term ramifications. Boredom is often

purposefully combated by entrepreneur types by taking greater risks. Unstructured :

Entrepreneurs recognize a chance to solve a problem, advance, or have fun and

take it, frequently disregarding regulations and societal expectations in the process.

School and many entry-level jobs may be uncomfortable, requiring exceptional

effort from Entrepreneurs to stay focused long enough to advance to more lucrative

roles.

Analysis

Laughing and entertaining with a brusque and earthy sense of humor,

Entrepreneurs like to attract attention. Theory, abstract concepts and heavy

discussions of global issues and their implications do not hold the interest of

Entrepreneurs for long. Entrepreneurs act first and think later, correcting mistakes

along the way instead of sitting back and preparing contingency plans and escape

clauses. The type of entrepreneurship that fits them would be e-entrepreneurship

and self-employment. 

ENTREPRENEUR



Entertainer (ESFP)

Strengths 

People with the Entertainer personality type don't mind venturing out of their

comfort zones when no one else is willing because they want to experience

everything there is to experience. Every day is a show, and entertainers like putting

on a show. The world is supposed to be touched and experienced by Entertainers.

Truth is stranger than fiction, and entertainers would rather see and do than ponder

the "what-ifs." Entertainers are naturals when it comes to detecting actual, physical

objects and changes, given their concentration on the here and now, on doing and

acting. Entertainers, more than anything else, like paying attention to people.

Weaknesses 

Entertainers (particularly Turbulent ones) are highly emotional and susceptible to

criticism, they might feel cornered into a corner and respond harshly as a result. This

is undoubtedly Entertainers' worst flaw, because it makes it difficult to rectify any

other flaws that are revealed. Entertainers are prone to ignoring and avoiding

confrontation. Entertainers discover methods to create their own enthusiasm when

there isn't any. Entertainers are prone to risky conduct, self-indulgence, and

prioritizing the joys of the now above long-term goals. In reality, entertainer

personalities rarely make extensive future plans. Entertainers face special difficulties

in anything that demands long-term commitment and attention.

Analysis 

Entertainers get caught up in the excitement of the moment and want everyone

else to feel the same way. No other personality type is as generous with their time

and energy as Entertainers when it comes to encouraging others, and no other

personality type does it with such irresistible style. Because they are more intent on

jumping at opportunities than planning long-term goals, Entertainers may find that

their inattention has made some activities unaffordable. The type of

entrepreneurship that suits them would be intrapreneurship and developer/builder

ENTERTAINER



Logistician (ISTJ)

Strengths 

The Logistician personality type is all about integrity. Emotional manipulation, mind

games, and soothing falsehoods are all incompatible with Logisticians' penchant for

dealing with the realities of the circumstances they confront with straightforward

honesty. Working hard and keeping focused on their aims, logisticians exemplify

such integrity in their activities. People with the Logistician personality type are

patient and diligent to complete their tasks. For Logistician personalities, loyalty is a

strong emotion, and they are dedicated to the people and organizations to whom

they have pledged their allegiance. Uncertain standards and persons who flout

established norms detract from this endeavor, and Logisticians rarely accept them.

Weakness 

Logisticians' basic maxim that honesty is the best policy often hurts the sentiments

of more sensitive types, even if it isn't done on purpose. Because logisticians think

that things operate best when rules are well established, they are hesitant to break

those norms or attempt new things, even if the risk is minor. All of this might lead

logisticians to feel that they are the only ones who can see projects through to

completion. Logisticians feel that failure is solely their fault since they have heaped

responsibility on themselves.

Analysis 

People with the "Logistician" personality type like to be responsible for their actions

and take pride in the work they do. When working toward a goal, Logisticians do not

count their time and energy to complete each relevant task with accuracy and

patience. Logisticians are quick-witted and practical, and they prefer to be self-

reliant and self-sufficient rather than having to trust someone. For Logisticians,

honesty is far more important than emotional considerations, and their blunt

approach gives others the mistaken impression that Logisticians are cold or even

inhuman. The type of entrepreneurship that suits them would be self-starting,

developer/builder and decipherer. 

LOGISTICIAN



Defender (ISFJ)

Strengths 

Rather than offering sporadic, excited rushes that leave things half finished,

Defenders are meticulous and careful, taking a steady approach and bending with

the needs of the situation just enough to accomplish their end goals. This passion

develops into loyalty over time, as Defender personalities develop emotional

attachments to the ideas and organizations to which they've spent their lives.

Defenders can see the beauty and harmony that they produce when they are doing

basic, normal things because they know it allows them to care for their friends,

family, and anybody else who needs it.

Weakness

This is perhaps the Defenders' greatest issue, since they are so worried about other

people's feelings that they refuse to express themselves or accept any due credit for

their accomplishments. Defenders' strong sense of duty and perfectionism,

combined with their aversion to emotional conflict, create a scenario in which it is

far too easy for them to overburden themselves or be overburdened by others as

they battle quietly to satisfy everyone's demands, particularly their own. These

difficulties can be particularly difficult to overcome since Defender personalities

place a strong emphasis on tradition and history when making judgments.

Analysis

Although calm and reserved, they have a solid sense of human contact and deep

human relations. Defenders are often meticulous to the point of perfectionism, and

although they procrastinate, they can always be trusted to get the job done on time.

Advocates take their responsibilities seriously. Naturally sociable, an odd quality for

Introverts, Defenders use their excellent memory not to retain data and trivia but to

remember people and information about their lives. The type of entrepreneurship

that fits them would be e-entrepreneurship and student entrepreneurship.

DEFENDER



Executive (ESTJ)

Strengths 

Tasks aren't abandoned merely because they've gotten tough or dull for persons

with the Executive personality type, they're taken on when it's the right thing to do,

and they'll be completed as long as it's the right thing to do. This dedication is made

possible by a strong will, and executives do not abandon their views simply because

they are opposed. Facts are significantly more trusted by executives than abstract

notions or views. Executives attempt to create order and security in their settings by

establishing rules, structures, and clear roles.

Weaknesses 

The difficulty with focusing solely on what works is that executives frequently

overlook what could function better. Everything is an opinion unless it is proven, and

executive personalities are hesitant to give a viewpoint a chance to prove itself.

Executives' desire to bring order to everything and everyone often extends to

everything and everyone, dismissing the notion that there are two correct ways to

accomplish things. Executives do not hesitate to tell these "deviants" what they

think, believing it is their responsibility to correct the situation. Executives

(particularly Turbulent ones) can get so preoccupied on achieving the expectations

of others that they overlook their own needs.

Analysis

  People with the "Director" personality type embrace the values of honesty,

dedication and dignity, are valued for the clarity of their advice and are happy to

lead the way when the going gets tough. Directors take pride in bringing people

together. They often take on the role of organizer. A true leader recognizes the

strength of the individual as well as the group, and helps to ensure that the ideas of

those individuals contribute to the discussion. In this way, Directors truly have all the

facts and are able to lead the charge in directions that work for everyone. The style

of entrepreneurship for them would be managerial entrepreneurship 

EXECUTIVE



Consuls (ESFJ)

Strengths 

People with the Consul personality type have a strong feeling of responsibility and

seek to fulfill their responsibilities, albeit this may be motivated more by social

expectations than by inner motivation. Consul personalities contribute to this

stability by seeking peace and caring deeply about other people's feelings, while

being careful not to offend or damage anyone. Consuls are good at working in

groups, and win-win scenarios make them happy. Consul personalities have a

strong desire to "belong," and they have no qualms about making small

conversation or following social cues to assist them become more involved in their

communities.

Weaknesses 

These Strengths are linked to a major Weakness: Consuls' preoccupation with social

position and power, which influences many of their decisions and may limit their

inventiveness and open-mindedness. Because Consuls are so conflict-averse,

changing these habits can be very difficult. If someone, especially someone close to

them, criticizes their habits, beliefs, or traditions, Consul personalities might feel

protective and upset. If their efforts go unrecognized, persons with the Consul

personality type may start seeking compliments to reassure themselves of their

worth. On the other hand, Consuls may strive to show their worth by lavishing

attention on people who do not require it, which can rapidly overwhelm those who

do, making it undesirable.

Analysis 

Consuls are altruists and take seriously their responsibility to help others and do the

right thing. In essence, Consuls are social creatures who are happy to keep up with

what their friends are doing. They set the tone, capture the spotlight and lead their

team to victory and fame. Consuls love to be of service and enjoy any role that

allows them to participate in a meaningful way as long as they know they will be

valued and appreciated. Consuls truly enjoy hearing about their friends'

relationships and activities, remembering small details and always ready to chat

with human warmth and sensitivity. The type of entrepreneurship that fits them is

social entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship

CONSULS



Debater (ENTP)

Strengths 

Debater personalities are able to discard existing systems and methods and pull

disparate ideas from their extensive knowledge base, with a little raw creativity to

hold them together, to formulate bold new ideas because they have little

attachment to tradition. Debaters respond with unabashed glee when presented

with chronic, systemic problems and given free rein to solve them. Nothing beats

analyzing problems from every perspective to develop the finest solutions for

Debaters. Debaters are crucial in brainstorming meetings because they combine

their expertise and ingenuity to splay out every facet of the issue at hand, dismissing

solutions that don't work without guilt and presenting even more possibilities.

Debaters can be very astounding in their excitement and energy when given the

opportunity to combine these talents to investigate a fascinating subject, having no

qualms about putting in long days and nights to find a solution.

Weaknesses

Debaters appreciate the cerebral activity of arguing an issue, and there is no such

thing as sacred. Debater personalities tear down their beliefs and techniques with

intensity that more consensus-oriented personality types don't like, resulting in a lot

of conflict. People with this personality type also don't believe emotional arguments

to be valid in such disputes, exacerbating the problem. Debaters are inclined to

disregard not only the ideas but even the persons themselves unless they can back

up their claims in a round of mental sparring. Debaters are fascinated by

possibilities - changeable notions such as ideas and plans that may be adapted and

argued. Debater types lose interest in hard details and day-to-day execution, where

creative flare is not only superfluous but actually counter-productive, resulting in

their proposals never seeing the light of day.

Analysis

The creative ability of debaters as well as their great knowledge on many subjects

give them a definite advantage in innovative business creation projects. Indeed, they

like to debate and think differently and use new tools to find an innovative solution. 

These qualities allow them to be very good inventor entrepreneurs because of their

creativity and spontaneity, and manager entrepreneurs because of their knowledge

and determination to find a solution to a given problem. 

Nevertheless, these people must be careful not to be too stubborn and know how

to manage their interpersonal relationships.

DEBATER



Architect (INTJ)

Strengths

Few personality types are as committed to creating reasoned, evidence-based

conclusions as Architects. This provides them the confidence they need to speak up

for their beliefs, even when others disagree with them. Conformity is more or less

synonymous with mediocrity for these personality types. Architects are creative and

self-motivated individuals who prefer to do things their own way. The personality of

architects are aggressive and goal-oriented. Architects devote themselves to

learning a subject and obtaining related abilities whenever an idea or pursuit grabs

their enthusiasm. Architects are open to new ideas as long as they are sensible and

supported by data. These personality types are drawn to unusual or opposing points

of view since they are skeptics by nature. They're even willing to change their minds

when facts contradict their beliefs. Architects like taking on a variety of projects.

People with this personality type can thrive in a variety of endeavors thanks to their

curiosity and determination.

Weaknesses

Their self-assurance can make them ignorant to valuable feedback from others,

particularly those they perceive to be intellectually inferior. However, emotional

context is often more important than persons with this personality type realize.

Architects can become irritated with anyone who appears to place a higher

importance on feelings than facts. Unfortunately, ignoring emotion is a form of bias

in and of itself, and it can obscure an architect's judgment. These individuals have a

lot of self-control, especially when it comes to their emotions and sentiments.

Architects can be harshly critical when the people in their lives fail to match their

degree of restraint. This includes limits and the people who put them in place.

People with this personality type are prone to argue over insignificant laws and

regulations, yet these disputes can be a diversion from more pressing issues.

Analysis

The architect personalities are by their creativity likely to be directed towards

entrepreneurship. They are self-confident and can embark on ambitious projects

independently while always keeping in mind their very important numerical

objectives. 

They are autonomous entrepreneurs, developers or managers. However, they must

show self-control and tend to denigrate the ideas of people they consider

intellectually inferior

ARCHITECT



Logician (INTP)

Strengths

Logicians examine everything they come across, from research material to the

behavior of those in their immediate environment. This endows them with an

uncanny ability to identify unexpected patterns and connections that other

personality types might miss. Logicians have an uncanny ability to come up with

fresh, paradoxical concepts that most people would never think of. Of course, not all

of these ideas are possible, but logicians' ability to explore beyond the box can lead

to amazing breakthroughs. People with this personality type are open to new ideas

and methods of doing things, as long as they are backed up by solid rationale. The

truth is important to logicians.

Weaknesses

Even when they're with other people, logicians can get buried in their own

thoughts. When these individuals eventually have something to say, they may

discover that the conversation has progressed without them. Rationality is seen as

the route to a better, happier world by people with this personality type. As a result,

even though their intentions are excellent, they may come out as insensitive or cruel

unwittingly. Logicians can't help but think of ways to make things better than they

are. These people are always looking for new challenges to solve, new topics to learn

about, and new methods to approach things. They aren't always patient when it

comes to expressing their reasoning. Logicians may abandon up with a dismissive

"never mind" if their conversation partner does not follow along or appear to be

adequately interested. Logicians like to get things done, but their perfectionist

tendencies often get in the way.

Analysis

Logicians are people who pay a lot of attention to detail and can point out things in

a group that others would not notice. They have original and innovative ideas, but

they are always thoughtful and based on facts and figures. They are very good

profiles of entrepreneurs, inventors or managers, but they must be careful with their

perfectionism which can be harmful in certain situations. It can also be difficult for

them to communicate their ideas because of the importance they give to details.

LOGICIAN



Commander (ENTJ)

Strengths

Wherever they go, people of the Commander personality type will weed out such

conduct. Commanders are invigorated by this process rather than finding it tiring,

and they actually like guiding their people ahead as they carry out their plans and

goals. They also don't give up when things get tough - Commander personalities

work hard to attain their objectives, but nothing gives them more pleasure than

rising to the challenge of each hurdle on their way to the finish line. Commanders

are known for examining every angle of a problem and not just resolving

momentary issues, but moving the entire project forward with their solutions.

Weaknesses 

"It's my way or the highway" People with the Commander personality type are

infamous for being unsupportive of any proposal that diverts attention away from

their core aims, especially those based on emotional concerns. Some people require

more time to consider than others, which causes an unacceptable delay for

Commanders who need to act quickly. Commander personalities value their own

traits, such as rapid thinking and firm convictions, and look down on people who

don't match up. All of this bravado, along with the perceived superiority of logic,

causes Commanders to be detached from their own emotional expression and even

dismissive of others'. Commanders are very insensitive in achieving their aims,

rejecting personal situations, sensitivities, and preferences as irrational and

irrelevant, due to their fixation with efficiency and firm confidence in the virtues of

rationalism, especially professionally.

Analysis

The Commander is a leader at heart. He is proactive in projects and places

importance on moving the entire project forward to achieve the objectives. He takes

great care to examine every aspect of the project which makes him a good

manager entrepreneur, or decipherer. His logic allows him to work quickly and

efficiently but he can be perceived as too authoritarian within a group and must be

careful to maintain his interpersonal skills

COMMANDER




